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SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-62 PETER BARTON – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1919

Peter Barton appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that he did not meet the requirements for the promotional examination for Building Management Services Specialist 3 (PS7798U), Department of the Treasury.

ACTION:

B-63 MARC CICERO – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1694

Marc Cicero, represented by Gaye Palmer, CWA Local 1033, appeals the decision of the Division of Agency Services which found that his position with the Department of Banking and Insurance is correctly classified as Administrative Analyst 4, Fiscal Management. The appellant seeks a Supervising Administrative Analyst job classification.

ACTION:

B-64 GEORGE EDWARDS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1438

George Edwards appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that he did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Motor Broom Driver (PM0748A), Clifton.

ACTION:

B-65 MARJORIE ORTIZ – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1356

Marjorie Ortiz appeals the decision of the Division of Agency Services which found that, per the substitution clause for education, she did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Program Specialist 3, Social/Human Services (PS9783H), Department of Health.

ACTION:

B-66 J.P. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-699

J.P. appeals the removal of his name from the eligible list for Correctional Police Officer (S9999U), Department of Corrections on the basis of an unsatisfactory criminal record.

ACTION:
B-67 NOEMI SUAREZ – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1387

Noemi Suarez appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the experience requirements for the promotional examination for Habilitation Plan Coordinator (PS5449K), Department of Human Services.

ACTION:

B-68 LATEENA SYKES – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-638

Lateena Sykes appeals the removal of her name from the eligible list for Correctional Police Officer (S9988A), Department of Corrections on the basis of falsification of the preemployment application.

ACTION:

B-69 KATHLEEN HITCHNER – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-2141

Kathleen Hitchner, an Environmental Engineer 3 with the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), represented by Laruen Young-Boukema, Executive Vice President, CWA Local 1036, appeals the DEP's determination that she was not entitled to holiday pay for the New Year’s Day holiday on January 1, 2019.

ACTION:

B-70 JAMES BURGESS, ET AL. – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2020-1298, ET AL.

James Burgess, Paul Catalina, Jason Matthews and Lawrence Petrola (PM0916A), Brick; Brian Turner (PM0927A), Elizabeth; Ryan Uzunis (PM0947A), North Brunswick; Patrick Walsh (PM0950A), Ocean City; Michael Urena (PM0882A), Paterson; John Saltzman (PM0958A), Sea Isle City; and Lloyd McNelly (PM0962A), South Plainfield; appeal the examination for Police Lieutenant (various jurisdictions).

ACTION:

B-71 TERRENCE COVERT, ET AL. – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2020-1297, ET AL.

Terrence Covert (PM0848A), Brick; John Mayer (PM0857A), Elizabeth; Jaime Navarro (PM0881A), Paterson; Panagiotis Boulieris (PM0882A), Perth Amboy; William Tyler (PM0883A), Plainfield; and Michael Ng (PM0906A), Woodbridge; appeal the examination for Police Captain (various jurisdictions).

ACTION:
B-72  DARIAN SANTANA – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1613

Darian Santana appeals his score for the physical performance portion of the examination for Fire Fighter (M1809W), Camden City.

ACTION:

B-73  DONNELL MCCORMICK – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1597

Donnell McCormick appeals his score for the physical performance portion of the examination for Fire Fighter (M1840W), Irvington.

ACTION:

B-74  NICHOLE JONES – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-3010

Nichole Jones requests that her application for the Correctional Police Officer (S9988A) examination be processed.

ACTION:

B-75  BERNADETTE DIEUJUSTE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2020-1615

Bernadette Dieujuste, a former Human Services Assistant with the New Jersey Veterans Memorial Home – Menlo Park, requests a hearing regarding her removal.

ACTION:

B-76  RAMOGI GODING – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-3622

The County of Hudson, represented by John J. Collins, Jr., Esq., requests reconsideration of the decision, In the Matter of Ramogi Goding, Hudson County, Department of Corrections (CSC, decided April 24, 2019), which reversed Goding’s removal from employment.

ACTION:

B-77  DEREK BAILEY – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1667

Derek Bailey appeals the removal of his name from the Correctional Police Officer (S9999U), Department of Corrections eligible list on the basis of an unsatisfactory driving record.

ACTION:
Kisha Finger appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the experience requirements for the open-competitive examination for Storekeeper 2 (S2163W), Bayside/Southern State Correctional Facility.

ACTION: